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As a child I ate honey in reasonably large
quantities, but as an adult it has always been
a bit sweet for me.  I did not have any real
interest in bees although I was obviously
aware of all their positive qualities.  All of
this changed about fifteen months ago.

I was on an exchange visit to Kafuro in
south western Uganda and had stopped on
the outskirts of the village to inspect an
elephant trench.  Trenches have been dug all
around the village in order to stop elephants
wandering out of Queen Elizabeth National
Park and destroying crops; an elephant can
destroy six months work in one night.  What
I then noticed was what I thought was a
wooden box hanging from a nearby fence
and asked what its purpose was.  The park

ranger, who was accompanying my group,
told me that it was in fact a bee hive placed
on the fence for the express purpose of
keeping the elephants away from the crops.
Once disturbed by the elephants, the bees
would either fly up the elephant’s trunk and
sting it, or sting the sensitive area around the
tusks.  This I thought was a brilliant idea and
one that I mused over for some time.
What better defence against nature than
nature itself?  When I returned to the UK
and talked to my class about what I had seen

they were absolutely intrigued and wanted
to know more about bees.  Fortunately, the
ideal opportunity came about.

Last September, the school introduced
a transition project called The School We’d
Like.  This allowed the children to identify
one feature about the school that they
would like to improve and to create a
presentation about their area of interest.
Inspired by what they had heard about bees
in Uganda, four children from my class
decided that keeping bees at Liss Junior
School would be a really good idea.  They
were very motivated to carry out research
and needed very little guidance.  When an
expert was needed to come and talk to
them about bees, a Petersfield BKA

beekeeper was close at hand and I could tell
that she was impressed by how much the
children already knew.

As a school we decided to enter the
national The School We’d Like competition
run by The Guardian newspaper in
association with Zurich Municipal.  Our bid
involved installing bee hives at both Liss
Junior School and Kafuro Primary School
with a long-term aim of being able to
compare honey produced by both schools.

I worked closely with two Year 6 children
who are aged eleven, Oscar Shepherd and
Imogen Wright, to prepare our submission.
We were delighted when, six weeks later,
we were invited to the regional final 
at the Museum of London.  The children’s
knowledge and presentation skills shone
through and completely charmed the
judges.  Armed with some Petersfield BKA
honey we were also able to give them a
taste of what we might be producing in the
future.  Within a few days I received a phone
call from The Guardian to say that we had
reached the national final.

Things now moved into overdrive and
the children re-jigged their presentations to
show how far they had moved on over the
previous months.  There was lots of press
coverage to contend with and preparations
to be made.  Graham Haycock, our site
manager, and myself undertook Petersfield
BKA’s excellent introduction to beekeeping
course.  Petersfield BKA arranged for the
children to have bee suits to wear at the
national final, while the children made cakes
with honey that had been sent over from
Kafuro.  Additionally, we had managed to
capture film and photos of pupils in Kafuro
talking about the impact that bee hives
would have at their school.  

On the big day we arrived at The
Guardian newspaper headquarters ready to
for the challenge that awaited us.  The
children had to present to the head of
Guardian Education, two senior executives
from Zurich Municipal and TV presenter,
Helen Skelton.  While their teacher was
shaking like a leaf at the back of the room,
Imogen and Oscar were as cool as
cucumbers and gave another brilliant
presentation.  The cameraman who had
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Bee hives are placed on a fence surrounding the Queen Elizabeth National Park in the outskirts of Kafuro,
which is home to many elephants (inset shows closer view).  The elephants know that if they disturb the
bees they are likely to be stung and in pain, so this is used as an effective elephant deterrent.  All photos
are by  Adam Stanley.

Oscar and Imogen presenting their entry for The
School We’d Like competition. 
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been filming the children told them he
thought they had done enough to win so
we awaited the judges’ final verdict.

We didn’t win!  The first prize of
£5,000 went to Great Sankey Primary
School in Warrington with an outdoor art
space called The Splat Shed!  Although I was
devastated, the children took falling at the
final hurdle in their stride and were soon
happily guzzling free sweets provided by the
competition organisers.  We received
excellent feedback from the judges, so knew
that we had come very close to winning.

This is far from the end of the story.
Within a couple of weeks the school
governors had authorised the funds to buy
bee hives and we were also recipients of
some very generous donations.  By the
middle of June we had three assembled bee
hives and this was quickly followed by our
first colony of bees.  Graham received a
phone call about a swarm of bees nearby;
he soon brought back the swarm and safely
installed it in its new home.  A couple of
weeks later we were offered another
colony by a Petersfield BKA member and
the bees quickly found their new home to

their liking.  By the end of the summer term
Graham and I were taking pupils to see the
bees on a regular basis and the learning
taking place was fantastic.

My next objective was to find a way of
funding Kafuro Primary School so they
could get their own bee hives.  I used the

School Council to sell ice pops in the
playground during the summer term.  This
raised just over £250, enough for Kafuro
Primary School to buy six bee hives.  I took
the money out to Uganda with me in
summer 2014 where I was amazed at the
transformation in the village.  Working with
community rangers from Queen Elizabeth
National Park the village now had bee hives
all around its borders with space set aside
for the school.  The village had also begun
work on planting bushes with bright

coloured flowers to attract bees.  The most
impressive news of all was that this year not
one elephant had wandered onto the land
owned by the village, due in a large part to
bees.  The crops had not been devastated
for the first time in many years.

Learning about bees has followed a
similar path at Kafuro to that of Liss.  I was
really impressed with the children’s
knowledge when I taught a lesson and we
were able to move on quite quickly to
comparing the differences between bees in
Uganda and the UK.  At the time of writing
Kafuro Primary School have bought their
six hives and are just waiting to secure the

services of a local ‘bee catcher’ to begin
their own journey of beekeeping.

Both schools have begun what we
hope will be a very long and fruitful journey
and you can keep up with how we are doing
via our shared blog at:  http://kafuroliss.
primaryblogger.co.uk/ Finally I would like to
thank all the many Petersfield members
who have shown an interest in our project
and offered us support.  It has been much
appreciated. 

A lesson, held in Kafuro Primary School, in which the children were discussing the differences between
between bees in Uganda and those in the UK.  Children in the schools of both countries have gained a lot
of knowledge and enjoyment through keeping bees, and forged new international collaborations to boot.  

Bushes planted by Kafuro villagers to attract bees. 

Oscar and Imogen with Helen Skelton.

Oscar and Imogen receiving a prize as regional winners. 


